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All Champion cards have a 
number in the top le corner. 10 
being high and 1 being low.

NOTE:NOTE: The WILD card can also be 
used as a champion and is the 
highest ranked card. The DEATH 
card is the lowest ranking card 
and loses to everything. 

 C  S
The highest strength is a 6, and the The highest strength is a 6, and the 
lowest is a 1. If a bale ends in a 
ranking e, the card with higher 
strength wins. This is an archer with a 
strength of 4, as denoted by the 4 
pips under the number on the card.                 

THE CARDS

HOW TO WIN

In order to win each hand, you must obtain two (2) armies. An In order to win each hand, you must obtain two (2) armies. An 
army is a set of 4 matching character cards. You must hold all 
collected armies in your hand unl you are able to lay down the 
required two (2) armies (or three (3) armies if you hold the Death 
card.)  That means that someone can steal a full army if you aren’t 
careful!

Point values vary based on the army completed, so keep that in Point values vary based on the army completed, so keep that in 
mind as you decide which armies to collect. Refer to the scoring 
table on the boom of this page for a complete chart of point 
values.

The first player to obtain the required number of armies at any The first player to obtain the required number of armies at any 
point during their turn wins the hand. The player who ends the 
hand gets an addional 50 bonus points for that hand. Connue 
playing unl one player reaches 1,000 points.

During each turn you can choose to do one of the following: 

1. Draw cards
2. Bale
3. Play a special card.  

(1) DRAW CARDS

Draw two (2) cards from the draw pile.

(2) B(2) BATTLE

Iniate your aack by laying one (1) numbered card from your 
hand into the middle of the table creang a prize pile. All other 
players who have any matching cards must place ALL of their 
matching cards into the prize pile.

All players that placed a card into the prize pile can choose to be All players that placed a card into the prize pile can choose to be 
involved in a bale to try and win the prize pile. Players may also 
choose to surrender their cards instead of bale, but their cards 
remain in the prize pile. 

Each player remaining in bale will choose a champion (another Each player remaining in bale will choose a champion (another 
numbered card) from their hand and set it face down on the 
table. Aer all players have selected their champion, count to 3, 
and all players reveal their champion simultaneously. 

The player with the highest numbered champion wins the bale The player with the highest numbered champion wins the bale 
and the prize pile. All champion cards used in bale are discarded 
aer the bale. If two players use the same champion, the e is 
broken by the card strength as shown by the pips under the 
number.  

If you iniated a bale, but no player had the card requested, you If you iniated a bale, but no player had the card requested, you 
draw one (1) card and your turn is over. If you run out of cards in 
the draw pile, simply shuffle the discarded pile. 

(3) PLAY A SPECIAL CARD

Choose one (1) special card from your hand and follow the 
instrucons for that card. Instrucons for all specials cards are 
on the back of this sheet. Playing any special card will complete 
your turn.

Remember that during your turn, you may only choose to Draw, 
Bale, OR Play a Special Card.  A player cannot bale and then 
use a special card unless it is used as part of the bale. All cards 
are explained on the back.

PLAYING THE GAME:

Be the first player to obtain 1,000 points.

1. Write each player’s name on the top of a score pad.

2. Choose one player to shuffle and be the dealer for the hand.

3. The dealer distributes eight (8) cards, face down, one at a me, 
to each player.  Players are allowed to look at their card, but
should keep them hidden from the other players. Each player
should always have at least 8 cards in their hand. If at the end of 
aany player’s turn you have less than 8, draw up to 8.

4. The dealer places the remaining cards face down in the center 
of the table to create a draw pile. Play starts to the le of the 
dealer and connues clockwise.

OBJECTIVE

CONTENTS

BEFORE YOU START

Each deck contains an instrucons sheet & 100 cards: 
60 character cards, 36 special cards, and 4 quick start cards.

1. Each Bonus card is worth 50 points. 
2. The winner of the hand gets 50 points.  
3. All players that have at least one (1) army in their hand may 
count the points associated with the army/armies they 
completed. Remember, an army is a collecon of  four (4) cards 
of the same number and character. 

A  VA  V
 Army of 1’s OR 2’s = 300 points (Orange Characers) 
 Army of 3’s OR 4’s = 250 points (Blue Characers)      
 Army of 5’s OR 6’s = 200 points (Green Characers) 
 Army of 7’s OR 8’s = 150 points (Red Characers) 
 Army of 9’s OR 10’s = 100 points (Purple Characers) 

4. If a player was able to obtain all six (6) of the same character, 4. If a player was able to obtain all six (6) of the same character, 
they are awarded with an extra 50 Points. 
5. If a player ended the hand with the Death Card, they must 
subtract 150 points from their score.    

SCORING

KIDS MODE - Remove all special cards and play with only the 
character cards.  This is a simplified version of the full game, but 
will allow younger players to understand the objecve.  As young-
er players begin to understand how to play, slowly add back the 
special cards.

GGOD MODE - The guardian and gravedigger cards can save, 
revive, and resurrect any card, including WILDS, not just num-
bered cards.

REVERSE POINTS - Cards with higher values (9 & 10) are not 
only the strongest cards, but are also worth the most.  Use the 
above point chart, but in reverse (9’s & 10’s are worth 300, 7’s & 
8’s are worth 250, and so on).

GAME VARIANTS
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Death (x1)
Type: Champion

The Death card is the lowest-ranked champion The Death card is the lowest-ranked champion 
and, if you have it, requires you to obtain three 
(3) armies, instead of the standard two (2), 
before being able to win the hand. If you have 
the Death card at the end of a hand you must  
subtract 150 points from your score. 

You can get rid of the Death card by using it as a You can get rid of the Death card by using it as a 
champion in any bale in which you are 
parcipang. This will force you to lose the 
bale; however, when played as champion, the 
Death card becomes part of the prize pile and is 
given to the winner of the prize pile.

The Death card cannot be discarded.

Guardian (x4)
Type: Special Card

The Guardian allows you to save a numbered The Guardian allows you to save a numbered 
Champion aer a bale. Instead of discarding your 
Champion into the discard pile.  Place the Guard-
ian into the discard pile aer a bale and place 
your champion back into your hand.  

The guardian is only able to save character cards. 
The guardian cannot save special cards (i.e. Wilds, 
Spys, or Castles.)

Chest (x1)
Type: Special Card

The Chest allows you to protect one (1) army so The Chest allows you to protect one (1) army so 
that no players can steal it. During your turn, 
instead of drawing or baling, you simply lay face 
down an army (at least four (4) cards, but up to six 
(6)), and place the chest on top of the army.  You 
can then draw the required number of cards to 
replenish your hand to eight (8) cards. Play the 
Chest face up, but you do not need to reveal Chest face up, but you do not need to reveal 
which army you are protecng. 

Note: You cannot add cards to a Chest once it has been played.

Gravedigger (x4)
Type: Special Card

The Gravedigger allows you to resurect one (1) 
numbered card from the discard pile. The 
Gravedigger cannot save Wilds, Spys, Castles, etc.)

Discard aer use.

Thief (x6)
Type: Special Card

The Thief card allows you to do one of two things: 
1. Steal one bonus card from any player.
OR
2. Blindly ask a player for any  one (1) card. If the 2. Blindly ask a player for any  one (1) card. If the 
player has the requested card in their hand they 
must give it to you.  If the player has more than 
one (1) the requested card, the player giving up 
the card may choose which one to give. 
If the player doesn’t have the requested card, then 
your turn is over. Discard aer use. 

SPY (x6)
Type: Special Card

The Spy card allows you to do one of two things: 
1.1. Iniate a bale as any numbered card. Simply 
name any character you want players to put in 
the prize pile and discard the Spy. You will sll 
bale with other champions as normal.
OR
2.2. On another player’s turn, use this card to join 
a bale, even if you are not defending a card. 
(e.g. you did not have “Vikings” when the aack-
ing player aacked with a “Viking”.) This is your 
chance to get in on the acon and win cards! 
Discard aer use.

Castle (x6)
Type: Champion/Special Card

You may use this card as a champion anyme You may use this card as a champion anyme 
another player aacks one of your cards. Place 
your aacked card(s) in the prize pile. Then use 
the Castle as your champion. When the 
champions are revealed, retreat your card(s) 
that are under aack to your hand. Discard 
aer use. 

The Castle card may also protect your cards The Castle card may also protect your cards 
against a Thief. If a Thief is played against one 
of your Bonus cards or in an aempt to steal 
one of your cards, you may discard a Castle 
instead.

Bonus (x4)
Type: Special Card
Bonus cards are worth 50 points at the end of Bonus cards are worth 50 points at the end of 
the hand. When drawn, a Bonus card is played 
immediately.  You place the Bonus card in front 
of you on the table and draw another card from 
the draw pile to replace the Bonus card you just 
played. 
If you steal a Bonus card, you also get to draw If you steal a Bonus card, you also get to draw 
an extra card from the draw pile. 
If you were dealt a Bonus card, before the first 
player begins, place it down in front of you and 
draw a new card. 

WILD (x4)
Type: Character / Champion

The Wild card may be used as one card needed 
to complete any army. You may use any 
number of wilds to complete an army.  

The Wild may also be used in bale as a The Wild may also be used in bale as a 
champion and are the highest-ranked cards in 
the game. Just like all cards used in bale, it is 
discarded; however, unlike other champions, a 
Guardian cannot bring back a Wild from the 
discard pile. 

Note: You may not bale other players for Wild cards.

Character (x60)
Type: Character / Champion

Cards numbered 1-10. There are six (6) cards 
of each character. 

Collect these cards to complete armies. These Collect these cards to complete armies. These 
cards can also be used as champions during 
bale. 

CARDS IN THE GAME

WHO WINS IF TWO PLAYERS GET 1,000 POINTS?
If two players reach 1,000 points during the same hand, the player with the
most points wins.  If both players have the same number of points, the 
player to receive the most points in the final hand is the winner.

WHAT HAPPENS WHEN ALL PLAYERS EXCEPT ONE PLAY A 
CASTLE CARD?
The plThe player that did not play a castle will lose their champion, but get back 
the cards they placed in the prize pile.

CAN THE THIEF STEAL ANY CARD?
Yes, but be careful.  If the player you are aempng to steal from doesn’t 
have the card you are asking for, you wasted your turn.  Also, remember 
that a castle can be used to block any aempt to steal.

IF I HAVE 2 ARMIES AND GET RID OF THE DEATH CARD CAN I 
END THE HAND ON THE END THE HAND ON THE SAME TURN?
Yes.  If you iniate a bale and at the end of the bale you have the 
required sets to lay down, it is sll your turn and you can end the hand.

IF ONLY 2 PLAYERS ARE IN BATTLE, ONE USES DEATH, AND ONE
USES A CASTLE, WHAT HAPPENS TO DEATH? 
Whoever played Death must take it back aer the bale. The player that 
used a Castle protected themselves and their card/cards.
We do everything we can to make sure the rules are fair, fun, and easy to 
understand, but even we make mistakes.  If you come across something 
that doesn’t make sense, please reach out on our website or send an email 
to support@bluewasatch.com. We check our email probably more than any 
human should and will respond as fast as possible (generally within 24 
hours).  

WWe want to sincerely thank you for purchasing and playing Clash of the Cards! 
We hope you enjoy the game and share it with your family and friends!

FAQ
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